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Abstract: This paper discusses the assessment of road maintenance and network capacity
expansion planning, based on network reliability concept. The network reliability could be
considered as a user oriented parameter, since it describes the service that the road users might
experienced while traveling through a network. The primary arterial road network of Sumatera
Island, Indonesia, is chosen to be tested. Several scenarios of network maintenance and capacity
expansion were assessed. The considered centroid pairs were the origin-destination pairs with the
highest movement of freight and passenger. Results suggest that the network capacity expansion
by constructing new roads at certain corridor along central and west coast of Sumatra Island does
not necessarily improve the network reliability indices, except for centroid pairs that directly
connected to the improved route. On the other hand, the betterment and periodic maintenance
program on several road segments might have higher improvement of connectivity reliability
compared to the network capacity expansion up to a moderate level of link reliability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When demand for quality of transportation services increase, it is necessary to have a robust
indicator that could describe transport network quality so that users are assisted in making travel
decision or doing other activity related to transportation.
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In system engineering, reliability may be defined as the degree of stability of the quality of
service which a system normally offers (Bell and Iida, 1997), while the degree of stability in
transportation network could be referred to the ability of the network in providing the level of
service beyond a particular limit in various conditions, i.e. caused by the fluctuation of the
network physical or traffic (Sumalee and Watling, 2003).

There are many variants of network reliability and it keeps growing. One of those that have been
accepted by many researchers is the connectivity reliability, also known as terminal reliability,
which occurs in a normal condition or recurrent causes. By definition, connectivity reliability is
the probability that traffic can reach a given destination at all, or, if it takes account the link
reliability, it could defined as the degree of connectivity between the corresponding two nodes (or
centroids). The link reliability can be determined in various ways; it depends on performance
indicator used. Basically, link reliability is the probability of link condition (represented by any
performance indicator) that better than a defined level in a given period of time.

2. COMPUTATION OF CONNECTIVITY RELIABILITY

To determine the connectivity reliability, it requires identification of minimal cut set (minimum
number of links needed to disconnect) and/or minimal path (minimum number of links needed to
connect) a pair of nodes. It implies on a complicated calculations, especially on the network with
high number of links. While the link reliability (r) could be denoted as:

ri = E (xi) (1)

With E(xi) is the expectation of state variable x on the link i. If x denotes vector of xi and (x) is
structure function representing the condition of the system (in this case the minimal cut set or
minimal path system). Then the connectivity reliability (R) of the total system could be defined
as:

R = E {(x)} (2)

By taking account the nature of minimal cut set and minimal path, the network reliability value
could be obtained by the following structure function:

(3)

based on minimal paths, with s are the index, p is the total number of minimal path and P is the
minimal path. While
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(4)

if based on minimal cut sets, with k is the total number of minimal cut set and K is the minimal
cut set. If all minimal paths or minimal cut sets can be identified, they can be directly applied the
above structure functions, but if overlaps occur (links that exist in several minimal paths or
minimal cut sets), which mostly happen, Boolean algebra is required that makes calculation
became complicated.

Alternatively, there are some methods to approximate the connectivity reliability value. One of
those that adopted in this paper is known as intersection method. This method used not all paths
and cut sets so that boolean algebra could be omitted, and the expectation of state xi is replaced
by link reliability (ri), the structure function then become as follow:

(5)

(6)

If the equations above are plotted with the increasing number of minimal cut sets and path, with
the curve A represents the reliability value from minimal path, curve B represents the reliability
value from minimal cut sets, while curve C and D correspond to equation U and L respectively
(Known as Esary-Proschan Upper and Lower Bounds as can be seen on figure 1). When all
minimal paths are used, the true value of reliability is obtained at point a, while if all minimal cut
sets are used, the true value is at point b. It can be noticed that the true value of reliability is lies
around the intersection between curve C and D.

Based on the Esary-Proschan Upper and Lower Bounds, the calculation of network reliability is
conducted using equation (5) and (6), start from one minimal cut set and minimal path. It is
carried out iteratively, with increasing number of minimal cut set and path, until the value of U
and L is considered to be close enough. It has been proven that this method can provide a good
approximation compare to the exact method (using Boolean Algebra), as stated by Bell and Iida
(1997).

A computer program for network reliability connectivity calculation was developed, following
the flow chart as presented in Figure 2. Every nodes and links are coded then the minimal cut set
identification is performed using full combination method. Each combination is represented by a
binary number. Minimal path identification is carried out by using Dijkstra Method. The
calculation of connectivity reliability is obtained by iterations of reliability calculation from a
minimal cut set and minimal path until a convergent state is attained.



Figure 1 Esary-Proschan Upper and Lower Bounds (Bell and Iida, 1997)

Figure 2 Flow chart of network connectivity reliability computation
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3. THE NETWORK MODEL

A Concept network connectivity reliability analysis was applied to assess the effectiveness of
road maintenance program and or network capacity expansion as shown in Figure 3. Capacity
expansion is characterized by adding extra new links on to the network; see Figure 3 (c).

The scenario that results in the highest improvement of reliability value relative to do-nothing
case, Figure 3 (a), will be considered as the best scenario in terms of connectivity reliability.

Figure 3 Illustration of road network scenario

Computation of network reliability of network in Figure 3 (c) can be exemplified using Figure 4,
which represents an extended network model. This becomes necessary as quality of road
conditions is variably spread along the link that signifies the type of maintenance program being
chosen.

As can be seen, link number 2 consists of three segments; segments 1 and 2 has five sub-
segments, while segment 3 has four sub-segments, depending on the link length. Further in
relation with IRI values, each segment’s reliability was established based on the proportion of
sub-segment that having IRI below a certain threshold, in this case 5.8, as will be explained later.
Then the final link reliability is weighted average based on the segment length, as illustrated in
Table 1 below.

(a) Existing network
(Do – nothing)

(b) Existing network with
maintenance

(c) Network capacity expansion

Maintenanced link
(periodic or
overlay)

New Links



Figure 4 Extended network model

Tabel 1. Example link reliability calculation

Link Segment Segment
length (km)

Sub-
segment

IRI
(m/km)

Code Segment
Reliability

Link
Reliability

1 1 10 1 7.1 0 0.40 0.57

2 4.3 1

3 9.93 0

4 11.53 0

5 5.31 1

2 10 6 4.36 1 0.60

7 3.59 1

8 11.2 0

9 4.99 1

10 8.97 0

3 8 11 3.56 1 0.75

12 9.26 0

13 2.86 1

14 2.38 1

4. TEST NETWORKS

Two type of network comprising a hypothetical and real network of Sumatera Island were tested,
as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 successively. Test using hypothetical grid shape networks is
aimed for verification purposes.
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Figure 5 Hypothetical network (refer to Bell and Iida, 1997)

The real network is represented by the primary arterial network in Sumatera Island, Indonesia,
based on The Ministry of Public Works Decree no. 375/KPTS/M/2004, The Government of
Indonesia (GoI). It is covering 5,446 km road length as can be seen in Figure 6. There are three
main routes i.e. east coast, central and west coast routes. Government plans to expand the
capacities of the three routes as presented in Figure 7. For the calculation purposes, the network is
then simplified into the model of 29 links and 24 nodes as shown in Figure 8, in which road
network consists of 22 links represents only the existing primary arterial road network along the
east coast. The network expansion comprises of 7 links that lies at the central and along the west
coast of the island.

5. VERIFICATION USING HYPOTHETICAL NETWORK

The computer program was verified using a hypothetical network. It consists of 16 nodes and 24
links (Figure 3). The links have uniform reliability values of either 0.9 or 0.5, hereafter called
Case 1 and Case 2 successively. Verification was conducted by comparing connectivity
reliability value obtained from computation program with the value from exact method (refer to
Bell and Iida, 1997). In both cases, highly accurate values are obtained. i.e. an estimate of
0.19905 for a real reliability of 0.19844 was found in Case 1 and 0.97485 for a real reliability
0.97505 in Case 2.

6. RESULTS FROM ROAD NETWORK OF SUMATERA ISLAND

6.1 Physical Performance Indicator
The physical condition of the pavement is used as performance indicator. It is represented by IRI
(International Roughness Index). IRI has a unit of m/km and the data is available from IRMS
(Inter Urban Road Management System) database of the year 2004. To obtain link reliability,
links are divided into segments according to IRMS database. And the link reliability is percentage
by length segments with the value of IRI is less than 5.8 (referring to the limit of poor condition
as can be seen in Table 2) to the total length of the link. Figure 9 shows the link reliability for
Sumatera road network.



Figure 6 Primary arterial road network in Sumatera Island
Source: Ministry of Public Works Decree No. 375/KPTS/M/2004

Figure 7 Network expansions planning in Sumatera Island
Source: Department of Public Works, 2006
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Then, let say, the reliability value is 0.8, it means that if users are traveling between that
particular pair of centroids through whichever route, they will find 80% of the road is having IRI
value less than 5.8. Or on the other words, they will find 20% road in poor or very poor
conditions.

Table 2 Classification of IRI value
Road Condition IRI Value

(m/km)
IRI Average

(m/km)
Action

Fair IRI  3.5 2.5 Routine Maintenance

Moderate 3.5 < IRI  5.8 4.6 Periodic Maintenance

Poor 5.8 < IRI  9.0 7.5 Betterment

Very Poor IRI > 9.0 13.0 New Construction

Source: Department of Public Works, 2001

Figure 8 Sumatera road network model
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Figure 9 Link reliability (r) of Sumatera road network

6.2 Scenarios
In analyzing the effect of road maintenance and network capacity expansion to connectivity
reliability in the real network, six scenarios were investigated. Scenario 1a is do-nothing case,
where the majority of the primary routes lie along the east coast. In scenario 2a road improvement
were conducted on segments with IRI value above 7.5 that indicates a very poor condition. In
Scenario 3a, the improvements are conducted on road segments with IRI value below 7.5 up to
4.6, representing periodic maintenance. While scenarios 1b, 2b and 3b are like scenarios 1a, 2a
and 3a but now with network capacity expansion at central and along the west coast of Sumatera
Island. The scenario that results in the highest improvement of reliability value relative to do-
nothing case will be sought and here defined as the best scenario.

6.3 Results
Connectivity reliability value by scenario is presented in Table 3. It can be seen that, on the
existing network (scenario 1a), Padang-Bandar Lampung has the lowest value of reliability and
there is a small increase when the betterment is carried out on route 1 (scenario 2a). The
Reliability value is significantly increased when scenario 1b conducted. It shows that the network
reliability Padang-Bandar Lampung is significantly influenced by the network expansion.

The centroids pair of Padang-Pekan Baru also has the same pattern that the network expansion
creates higher reliability increasing compare to the minimum maintenance. While for the Medan-
Bandar Lampung, the pattern is different; the minimum maintenance effects on higher reliability
increasing than the network expansion.

Legend:
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Tabel 3 Connectivity reliability value by scenario

Pair of Centroid
Connectivity Reliability Value

Scen. 1a Scen. 1b Scen. 2a Scen. 2b Scen. 3a Scen. 3b

Medan-Bandar Lampung 0.6409 0.6743 0.7639 0.8249 0.9359 0.9548

Padang-Bandar Lampung 0.4483 0.8025 0.5742 0.8393 0.8874 0.9522

Padang-Pekan Baru 0.6379 0.9192 0.7464 0.9630 0.9284 0.9935

By comparing the reliability value of all scenarios relative to do-nothing (existing) case as shown
in Figure 10, it can be noted that Padang - Bandar Lampung origin and destination pair has the
highest improvement of reliability, since the existing reliability of this centroid pair is
considerably low. Moreover, this pair of centroids lies along the west coast of Sumatera Island, in
which the network expansion of completing west and middle route is directly connecting to
Padang.

Also, the existing condition of road between those centroids is generally in poor or very poor
condition, see Figure 8. Therefore, when the minimum (budget) maintenance is applied to
elevating the IRI value of poor and very poor condition, many of roads segment between those
centroids are improved. It implies on the high leverage of the reliability value of Padang-Bandar
Lampung.

From further investigation, it was found that the reliability value of Medan-Bandar Lampung will
increase by the network expansion higher than minimum maintenance, if the link reliability of the
new links are higher than 0.7.

Figure 10 Relative difference of network reliability improvement



7. CONCLUDING REMARKS & FURTHER RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS

A computer program has been developed for computing the network connectivity reliability,
based on the intersection method. Results from verification of this computer program show
considerably good approximations. Implementation in the real network shows that the
improvement of reliability value is not significantly influenced by constructing new road or
adding extra links in the network, except for pair of centroids that directly connected with the
new road. It is clearly showed that connectivity reliability is determined by two aspects: network
topology and link reliability.

The use of segmental IRI values along a link should further be verified towards the robustness of
system reliability in case IRI of one link increases to unacceptable level.

Furthermore, as IRI values only represent the physical nature of road conditions, in the future it is
intended to enhance the analysis as to cover the quality of link in terms of traffic condition. This
can be approached by combining a physical road conditions and traffic-wise measures reliabilities
to determine the network connectivity reliability.
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